
STEAM Choice Challenge



STEAM Choice 
Challenge

Options in a variety of studio centers.

Earn 100 points or more by the 
END of the challenge.

(think 10 points per day)



Challenge Objective

• Students will be self-directed 
learners who are engaged in artistic 
activities of their choice. 

• Students will be problem-solvers, 
figuring out how to do projects on 
their own, using daily demos,  book, 
computer and peer resources.

Ask 3 before me!



Challenge Grading

• Students will earn points for each 
project based on both effort and quality. 
Ms. G is the final judge on the number 
of points earned. 

• Students will also be graded on daily 
participation and reflection of learning.

No Evidence = No Points!



Procedures
Beginning of Period

• Sit at the center you 
want to use for the day.

• Once chairs are filled up 
that center is FULL!

• Write on your calendar 
the demo and the center 
for the day.

• Give full attention to the 
DEMO of the DAY.

• Work on one or more 
projects in that center.

End of Period
• Write name, date, 

challenge on back of all 
2-D art. 

• Keep projects in your 
sketchbook or make a 
challenge folder.

• Clean up center by 
putting all supplies away 
NEATLY. 

• Get challenge signed off 
by GAUB when 
completed. 



Center Expectations

• You must stay at the same center all 
period. No switching in the same day. 

• Waiting lists for popular centers will be made 
as necessary. If there is a waiting list, you can only 
do one project, then you must rotate out to allow 
others the use of the center.  

• Centers that are left messy by any period, 
will be CLOSED to all periods!



Drawing Center



Drawing with Science

-Scientific Illustration

Draw with detail and 

precision from 

observation of real life or 

pictures. 

Cartagories include: 

Birds, Animals Botany, 

Flowers or Medical.



Drawing with Technology

Create a drawing 

of a futuristic type 

of technology. 

Include who, how, 

where, when it 

might be used.



Drawing with Engineering

Create a motorized Draw 

Bot.  Predict, experiment 

with different drawing 

materials, document your 

progress and reflect on the 

best way to build and use 

your draw-bot.



Drawing with ART

Draw a design 

for a new 

product (shoe, 

toy, clothing) or 

the logo and 

packaging for 

the new item. 



Drawing with MATH

Draw an optical 

illusion work of 

art. (perspective, 

tessellations, OP-

ART, GEO-Art)



Collage Center



Collage with Science

Pick a science topic of your 

choice (light, energy, 

digestive system, cells) and 

create a collage that shows 

your topic that uses the 

Principle of BALANCE.

Research of topic required!



Collage with Technology

Use an approved collage 

website or APP to make a 

layered collage that shows 

the Element of SPACE 

(depth)

http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb

/education/kids/kids-

collagemachine.html

http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/education/kids/kids-collagemachine.html


Collage with Engineering

Origami: Learn and 

create 5 or more 

different origami 

paper sculptures.



Collage with ART

Create a 

Surrealistic 

Collage using 

magazine images 

that shows the 

Element of SPACE. 

(depth)



Collage with MATH

Create a collage 

mandala that 

shows radial 

symmetry and 

includes geometric 

shapes. 



Paint Center



Paint with Science

-Magnet Painting

Create a colorful abstract painting 

using magnets and metal objects as 

your paint brush. 

http://leftbraincraftbrain.com/2015/

03/29/five-minute-craft-magnet-

painting/

http://leftbraincraftbrain.com/2015/03/29/five-minute-craft-magnet-painting/


Paint with Technology

Use a Computer paint 

program (MS paint or 

Photoshop) to create 2-

4 different works of art. 

Use tutorials on Moodle.



Paint with Engineering

Create 3-5 of your own 

paint brushes and 

texture making objects. 

Predict, experiment and 

reflect on how each 

tools works. Paint some 

art with your new tools.



Paint with ART

Create a detailed 

color grid including 

the color wheel 

colors with tints and 

hues of each color.



Paint with MATH

Create a 

painting that 

includes the 

"Golden 

Ratio"



Sculpture Center



Sculpture with Science

Pick a science topic of your 

choice (ecosystems, life 

cycle, solar system) and 

create a sculpture that 

shows your topic that shows 

the Element of FORM. 

Research of topic required!



Sculpture with Technology

Design something 

original in 

TinkerCAD that can 

be printed.

Use Project Ignite 

Account



Sculpture with Engineering

Kinetic Sculpture: 

Create a sculpture that 

moves. Think of boats, 

cars, skate, mobiles, 

robot hands or other 

simple machines.

**Team Challenge**



Sculpture with ART

Create a colorful 

Paper Mache’ 

fantasy animal 

sculpture.

**Team Challenge**



Sculpture with MATH

Create a cardboard 

sculpture that 

focuses on 

geometric shapes 

and forms. 

**Team Challenge**



Clay Center



Clay with Science

Explore Glaze: Mix, layer and 

scrape away different 

combinations of glazes on a 

6x6” clay tile. Predict, 

document and reflect on 

your combinations. 

Get a planning worksheet



Clay with Technology

Use the Pottery APP to 

"throw" a pot and decorate it 

with a variety of colors and 

stamps. Save and Upload to 

Artsonia.

Use the classroom ipad or 

download to your own 

device. 



Clay with Engineering

Using SLAB 

Construction create a 

clay project that is 

based on 

architecture. (bird 

house, castle, space 

needle)



Clay with ART

Create a functional 

clay project that 

shows TEXTURE. 

(mug, vase, box, 

jewelry)



Clay with MATH

Create a clay figurine. 

Measure your project before 

firing and make predictions. 

Measure after firing and 

compare measurements and 

calculate how much 

shrinkage occurred. Explain 

your findings. 



Computer Center



Computer with Science

Research a famous 

Scientific Illustrator or any 

other scientist and create a 

presentation with their 

artwork and career.

Research required, 

worksheet available 



Computer with Technology

Use Sketch-Up or 

TinkerCAD, to build a NEW 

technology machine (game 

device, computer, phone) 

Save an image and upload 

to Artsonia.



Computer with Engineering

Use Sketch-Up or 

TinkerCAD to build 

something 

architectural (castle, 

house, skyscraper) 

Save an image and 

upload.



Computer with ART

Use an approved 

animation APP or 

program to make a 

stop motion 

(paper, clay or 

objects) 

animation. 



Computer with MATH

Use an 

approved APP 

or program to 

make fractal 

art. 
http://www.dangries.com/Flash/FractalMakerExp/FractalMaker_exp.html

http://www.dangries.com/Flash/FractalMakerExp/FractalMaker_exp.html


Fiber Center



Fiber with Science

-Create a geometric 

design, your name or 

other school 

appropriate word in 

colorful crystals.

http://www.playdoughtoplato.com

/kids-science-crystal-names/

Special ONE DAY opportunity

http://www.playdoughtoplato.com/kids-science-crystal-names/


Fiber with Technology

Use an approved 

program or APP to 

design your own 

fabric that shows a 

repeating pattern.

https://www.myfabricdesi

gns.com/Creator/

https://www.myfabricdesigns.com/Creator/


Fiber with Engineering

Use TinkerCAD to 

create some sewing 

or weaving tools. 

Print and use the 

tools.



Fiber with ART

Design and sew 

an original and 

creative stuffed 

creature. 



Fiber with MATH

Geometric String 

Art: Create a string 

art that shows 

overlapping 

geometric shapes.

Patterns: 

http://www.minimathstringartprojects.com/string_

art_samples_a/255.htm

http://www.minimathstringartprojects.com/string_art_samples_a/255.htm


Now… Set a Goal
EXAMPLES: 

• A number of Points (70 or above)

• A number of different challenges

• A number of new things to learn

• Finishing all challenges in one 
category (EX: science or drawing)

• Finishing all the challenges! 



Assessment of Artistic Behaviors



Assessment of Artistic Behaviors


